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Abstract: A new space-time model for hadron-nucleus collisions 

is proposed, where particles at the instant of creation are im

mature and their maturity rate is enhanced in the presence of 

other hadronic matter, as in a nucleus. With only one free

H  dnA _
parameter, the model can explain 8nd t *16

A-dependences of oP* and a?*.in in

Because of the possibility of extracting out information 

about the space-time development of hadron-hadron (h-h) colli

sions, hadron-nucleus (h-A) collisions have become a very ac

tive area of research, both experimentally and theoretically.* 

In this letter we propose a new space-time description of 

high-energy h-A collisions. We suggest that immediately after 

a collision, the outgoing particles are "immature" {or "bare"),

i.e., if they undergo a collision with another particle right 

at that moment, they have a very small inelastic cross section.

^ h i s  work was supported in part by NSF, Contract GF 42060. 

•Supported in part by ERDA, Contract No. E(40-l)3992.
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There is a typical maturity time to> of order of in the 

particle’s rest frame, after which its inelastic cross sec

tion is the same as a bona fide physical particle. This is

similar in spirit to the temporal freezing of degrees of free-

2 3
dom previously proposed by others. > However, we also pro

pose that in the presence of other hadronic matter, as in a 

nucleus, the maturity time is shortened by an amount which is 

proportional to the amount of hadronic matter traversed. Our 

physical picture is that immediately after a collision, imma

ture particles are produced; if given enough time, these 

particles will then dress themselves up with gluons (or meson 

clouds) to become "mature" or physical particles; the presence 

of other hadronic matter expedites the dressing of these bare

particles. With only one free parameter X, the^'mean induced
D dn&

maturity path," we can explain "JrT » an° the

A-dependences of and

We now outline the essential ingredients in the formula

tion of our model and then present our quantitative results.1*

As a measure of the apparent thickness of the nucleus, we use 

the average number of nucleons that an incident hadron en

counters as it traverses through a given nucleus with A nucleons. 

Assuming a uniform nuclear density, one can easily show that

at zero impact parameter K » ^r ( ~ ) 2 and integrating over
ru

impact parameter gives K = A(— ) , where rN and rft are the 

radii of the nucleon and nucleus respectively. For large A,
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using rA = 1.1 rNA */3 gives5 K = 0.8 A*/"*. We do not use 

vh = ^ i n ^ i n *  because *-ts interpretation as average number of 

inelastic collisions that incident particle encounters in 

traversing the nucleus is model dependent, especially in the 

presence of the immaturity effect. In comparing our predic

tions with the data® which is presented in terms of Vjj, we ate 

vh only to determine A and then IT. The relation of A, vp ,

is tabulated in Table I.

Table I: Relation between A, vp, m u and K

A
VP

IT

30 2.00 1.74 2.5

60
(emulsion)

2.50 2.07 3.1

1.08 3.00 2.40 3.B

282
(extrapolated)

4.00 3.05 5.2

We formulate problem using lab rapidity y and at end cf

calculation transform into pseudo-rapidity n-distributions.

After the first collision, meson-clusters are produced, whose

y-distribution may be assumed to be similar to that of it.' We

divide y into uniform intervals of length A and write = 
d

iA, i » 1,2,...,I. We set A = 0.5, but repeating calculation 

with A = 0.25 showed insensitivity to A.

First consider pA collision. Denoting nucleon and cluster 

distributions afterfirst collision by Nj(i) and M^(i) and do- 

noting probability that incident p when encountering a nucleon 

would undergo an inelastic collision by PN give

4

Nx tt) ■ PNVN (i’r) + 5il (1 ‘ PN)/A ■
Cl)

where and are respectively the nucleon and cluster dis

tributions normalized to inelastic events. From the 200 GeV

pN data,*1 one can parameterize

vM(i,n
C0 (l - e Vl) 2 , for y x < y t/2

-( -y ) f2)
C [1 - e Xl 1 ]2 . for yi > y t/2 .

where CQ ■ 1.87. Since the leading nucleon has an elasticity

(for inelastic events) 5 * 0.5, after taking into account both

projectile and recoil nucleons, one parameterization for VN is

vN (i,I) * V®(i,I) ♦ vjj(i,l) - «i>lt ♦ where > >  “

Y j * ln£ and y^„ * -ln£. Repeating calculation with a smoother

VN distribution4showed no significant difference for calculation

of final it distribution.

The usual disk {of radius r) approximation gives the S-

matrix at impact parameter b as S(b) ■ Sfl(r-b). The inelastic

collision probability Pjj is given by P^ = 1-S2 and the com-
2

plementary (or non-inelastic) probability * S repre

sents the square of the amplitude for the coherent super

position of elastic scattering and through-going waves. Now 

S is readily obtained because o.n /oT * (l+SJ/2. Using the 

nominal values of o^n (ô .) = 32 (40) mb gives - 0.64. 

Similarly, for it induced reactions, using o^n (ô .) ■ 21 (24) 

mb9 gives P,, » 0.44. Now, Nj and Mj are completely specified.
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'Me now formulate the immaturity effect so as to he able

to discuss subsequent collisions. We assume the immature

probability Q falls off exponentially with time t and with the

amount of hadronic matter traversed. The average amount of

matter traversed between successive collisions is just the
2r . . *

inter-nucleon distance d, given by d * . The im

maturity probability for a particle with velocity 8 * v/c (or

2 - 1 / 2
cosh y = Y = (1 -B ) at time t = d/v after its creation is 

sinh y , .

QCy) « exP(- sinh y ' • where sinh yc 5 “  and A is the r o
"mean induced maturity path” in units of d. In our model,

tq = i  (or yc = 1.1), and X is the only free parameter.
TT

We next introduce a propagating matrix G such that after

/ Nk+1
k+1 collision the distributions are given by I

\Mk*i
Putting all the above together gives 

GN N (i ,j) ■ VN (i,j)xPNx(l-Qj) ♦ [1 - Pn CI-Qj )]

= vJj(i,j)XPyX(l-Qj)

= VM(i>}5xPNx(1'<V
* V * ( i , J ) l * P Mx ( l - Q j ) ♦ « . . [ 1  - Pm I I -Q j ) ]  ,

D
where the term comes from assuming that the outgoing pro

jectile spectrum for an incident cluster is the same as that 

for an incident nucleon. In our calculation, we set PM - Pff. 

Eq. (3) says Qj has the net effect of decreasing the effective 

internal (other than for the first collision) inelastic col

lision probability from the external value of fM] t0

6

We therefore can calculate and for any integer k;

for non-integral k, we make a linear interpolation. Since

the data6 are normalized to inelastic events, one should

renormalize the output spectra Nk and Mk by Jividing oy the

inelastic probability factor fl - (1-P^Hl ■ *).
dnS

Our modal predictions for as functions of n and A ai. stimm

in Fig. 1; the free parameter X is fixed at 2.^ from normal'

izing to the 200 GeV pA data for v = 4. The model reproduces

10 dnA
the data reasonably well. In particular, for ltrge n, -ipr-

dn̂
has no or little A-dependence; whereas for small n, -jjj- grows 

with v with a slope of order unity. The A-dependence of the 

integrated multiplicity R^, shown in Fig. 2, also compares 

favorably with the data. Its energy dependence for p-emulsion 

is also found to bt consistent with data and will be presented 

elsewhere.^

As for irA collisions, the only change from pA collisions 

is to replace PN by P^, together with the obvious reinterpreta

tion of some symbols due to change in projectile. Our predic

tions, shown in Fig. 3. again reproduce the data6 reasonably 

well. In our model, JT is the same for p or it induced reactions. 

Since we can simultaneously explain both the pA and vrA data, 

the observation6 that pA and tiA distributions for identical v 

have similar behavior may not have any deep significance.

As for the A-dependences of cr?* and o?*, within the disk 

approximation, at a fixed impact parameter b,
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« 1 - (S1S2...S]f) 2 = 1 - (1-PN)[1 - Pn C1-Qi)IK '1. 

Integrating over the transverse area of the nucleus, one gets

°in* CpA2/3{1 ‘ (1-Pn H *  ‘ PnCI-QPI8 '1) . (4) 

where Cp is independent of A. Similarly, one derives a?* by 

replacing Cp and by and P^. From Eq. (4), the A-depend- 

ences of and also depend on A only.11 These are shown 

in Fig. 4; again the model predictions fit the data12 well.

We end by mentioning that we have also performed quanti

tative calculation of the so-called "cut type model”1  ̂ ar.d 

found that it does not agree with the data.*
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Figure Captions
dn,

1. Variation of for pA collision at 200 GeV. Solid lines 

(histograms) are our curves (the data6) . The Vp * 1 curve 

is the input.

2. Variation of R^ with v for pA collision at 20U GeV. Pata 

are from Ref. 6 ; error bars shown represent typical errors

of +41. Our curve may be parameterized as R* = 1 + 0.S2 (v -

Also shown is the prediction of a refined version of

Gottfried’s EFC model [Phys. Rev. Lett. 32, 957 (1974)]

where R. = 1 + 0.?<* f v  -1).
dn. p

3. Variation of for »”A collisions at 200 GeV for lead 

Cvw = 2.82, K = 4.7) and A * 52 (vn » 2.0, K  - 3.0).

Solid lines (histograms) are our curves (the data6).

4. The A-dependences of oP* and <j**. The lines (points) are 

our curves (the data12) .

Fig. 1
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